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WORKSHEET B – MEMORANDUM  

Investigation: Purifying water using a water filter  

Teachers to use their own discretion when assessing 

this worksheet. 
 

For this investigation you will need: 

 Scissors 

 Plastic bottle (500 ml) 

 Filter paper (or cotton material) 

 Spoon  

 White sand 

 Coarse sand (or charcoal)  

 Gravel  

 Yoghurt container (500 ml)  

 Soil   

Method 

1. Use your scissors to cut the plastic bottle in half (top separated from the 

bottom) to make a filter funnel. Put the bottom half of the bottle to one side. 

2. Line the opening of the bottle with the filter paper (cotton material).  

3. Now place the sand into this filter funnel in layers:  

First layer:  Add 5 spoons of white sand.  

Second layer:  Add 5 spoons of coarse sand.  

Third layer: Add 5 spoons of gravel.  

4. Place this filter funnel into the bottom part of the bottle – ready to filter dirty 

water. 

5. Mix the clean water with 4 spoons of soil (to make dirty water) in the yoghurt 

container.  

6. Pour the dirty water into the filter funnel and observe what happens.  

7. Record your observations about this investigation in the table below: 

What question did you 
want to answer? 

Is it possible to clean water using a water filter?  
 

What equipment did you 
use? 

I used the following equipment in this investigation:  
 Scissors 

 Plastic bottle (500 ml) 

 Filter paper (or cotton material) 

 Spoon  

 White sand 

 Coarse sand (or charcoal)  
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 Gravel  

 Yoghurt container (500 ml)  

 Soil   

What method did you 
use? What did you do? 

I used scissors to cut the bottle in half (top separated from the bottom) to 
make a filter funnel.  
I placed the bottom half of the bottle to one side. 
I lined the opening of the bottle with the filter paper.  
Then I placed the sand into this filter funnel in three layers:  

First layer:  I used a spoon to add 5 spoons of white sand.  
Second layer:  I then added 5 spoons of coarse sand.  
Third layer: Finally I added 5 spoons of gravel.  

I then placed this filter funnel into the bottom part of the bottle so that it 
can be ready to filter the dirty water. 
I mixed the clean water with 4 spoons of soil (to make dirty water) in the 
yoghurt container.  
I poured the dirty water into the water filter and observed what happened.  
Finally, I recorded my observations about this investigation in my Natural 
Science workbook. 

What prediction did you 
have? 

I predicted that the water filtered through the filter funnel would be slightly 
cleaner than the dirty water I poured in.  
I predicted that the filtered water would not be clean enough to drink. 

What was the result of 
your experiment? What 
happened and why? 

I was pleased and surprised to see that the water filtered through the filter 
funnel was clean and clear.  
But, I was not prepared to drink this clean, dirty water.  

 


